Assignment (3) [New]

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1. The term alfalfa soil is derived from Latin “atello” which means

   - redd
   - black
   - fertile

   Ro, the answer is incorrect. Scope: 1
   Accepted Answers: none

2. If the land is dependent on open vegetation

   - dry
   - tundra
   - climate
   - all of the above

   Ro, the answer is incorrect. Scope: 1
   Accepted Answers: all of the above

3. Self-droughted character is seen in

   - black cotton soil
   - alluvial soil
   - red and yellow soil
   - none of the above

   Ro, the answer is incorrect. Scope: 1
   Accepted Answers: black cotton soil

4. Hydrolisis is an example of

   - chemical weathering
   - physical weathering
   - biological weathering
   - none of the above

   Ro, the answer is incorrect. Scope: 1
   Accepted Answers: chemical weathering

5. Which of these has the highest organic matter content?

   - sandy soil
   - black soil
   - white soil
   - all of the above

   Ro, the answer is incorrect. Scope: 1
   Accepted Answers: black soil

6. In soil profile, C refers to

   - organic surface layer
   - topsoil layer
   - subsoil layer
   - subterranean layer

   Ro, the answer is incorrect. Scope: 1
   Accepted Answers: subsoil layer

7. Carbonation is an example of

   - chemical weathering
   - physical weathering
   - biological weathering
   - none of the above

   Ro, the answer is incorrect. Scope: 1
   Accepted Answers: chemical weathering

8. Vertical arrangement of soil horizons is called

   - soil texture
   - soil structure
   - soil profile
   - soil science

   Ro, the answer is incorrect. Scope: 1
   Accepted Answers: soil profile

9. Mechanisms of ocean waves is an example of

   - chemical weathering
   - physical weathering
   - biological weathering
   - none of the above

   Ro, the answer is incorrect. Scope: 1
   Accepted Answers: physical weathering

10. Thermal diseases soil is

    - chemical weathering
    - physical weathering
    - biological weathering
    - none of the above

    Ro, the answer is incorrect. Scope: 1
    Accepted Answers: physical weathering
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